
Artist Title Description Cat No Price

Amy Winehouse Remixes

Limited edition coloured vinyl edition of a collection of Amy Winehouse remixes from Frank and Back To Black, 
for Record Store Day 2021. This 2LP set is pressed on 180 gram coloured vinyl – one LP blue, one yellow – and 

includes a digital download card. Side A 3542750 £31.99

Ariana Grande k bye for now (swt live) k bye for now' is Ariana Grande's first live album, recorded during her Sweetener tour. The Sweetener tour 
featured over 80 shows across three continents. This was also the first time Ariana produced her own project. 

3522032 £31.99

BC Camplight Hide, Run Away / Blink Of A Nihilist
One Little Independent Records is proud to present a limited-edition marble-effect coloured vinyl pressing of BC 

Camplight’s first two albums ‘Hide, Run Away’ and ‘Blink Of A Nihilist’. Featuring brand new artwork, it’s the 
first time these two records have been available on vinyl.

TPLP1641 £25.99

Bernard Butler People Move On (Clear Vinyl) Available exclusively for Record Store Day; a limited edition numbered, hand pressed, coloured double LP with 
exclusive art print.

DEMREC879 £25.99

Billy Nomates Billy Nomates

Special ltd edition picture disc variant of the critically acclaimed Billy Nomates debut album available for RSD. 
After huge support from record stores and BBC 6 music alike, the original variant was a big seller for stores and 

sold out fast. This exclusive variant will be a popular one. Housed in a deluxe spined sleeve including printed 
insert with hand written lyrics and digital download card. The songs on her debut album all come from a place of 
defiance. Rebellion against Brexit. Against soul-sapping, dead-end jobs and zero-hours contracts. Against gender 
inequality, sexual harassment and festivals with obligatory female acts hidden in the small print. Billy’s songs 

lampoon the same bleak reality satirised by her beloved Scarfolk website and explored so abrasively in the 
fringe theatre she finds solace in. Musically, there are snatches of Nick Cave’s rumbling sprechgesang; the “off-
the-wall-ness of musicians like Captain Beefheart”; Sleaford Mods’ febrile post-punk; the groovesome lofi art-

rock of Sonic Youth; and the brassy Americana of Emmylou Harris. What dominates, though, is a feeling of 
release. Of letting it all out.The track ‘Supermarket Sweep’ features guest vocals by Jason Williamson of 

Sleaford Mods.

INV240LPPIC £26.99

Brian Jonestown Massacre / The Telescopes Before I Forget  /  Come Down My Love

Available as a numbered red vinyl 10” and limited to 2000 copies worldwide. This split release features 2 
exclusive tracks recorded specifically for Record Store Day 2021 in December 2020 and were mixed by Anton 

Newcombe at his Berlin studio. The link between the 2 bands goes back more than 20 years when Anton asked 
The Telescopes for a release on the Committee To Keep Music Evil label called “As Approved By The 

Committee”. These tracks are two slices of shoe gazing delight. Track list-,AA- Before You Forget. Side A. Come 
Down My Love.

AUK046-10 £14.99

Cure Faith

First time on Picture Disc for this 40th Anniversary – Record Store Day 2021 Exclusive
 

 Features the single, “Primary”
 

 The Picture Disc is housed in a die-cut sleeve and comes with a Download Card."

3508054 £21.99

Dave Grusin Goonies (Original Motion Picture Score)
In celebration of the film's 35th anniversary, this first ever picture disc for the iconic score features the album 
cover on side A and the infamous One-Eyed Willie on side B. The tracklisting to this single disc version of the 

original score was personally selected and assembled by composer, David Grusin.
7220112 £38.99

Def Leppard Live in Oxford

Originally part of the acclaimed Early Years box set, Live in Oxford makes its debut on vinyl. Recorded in 1980 
this show captures the band on great form at the beginning of their career.Side One

3530171 £27.99



Dirty Three Ocean Songs: Deluxe Edition

In March 1998 Australian trio The Dirty Three released their now iconic album ‘Ocean Songs’. In 2005 the band 
would be joined onstage by Nick Cave to play the album in its entirety at ATP festival in New York, a show that 

since has developed into near mythic status. In 2021, both of these recordings will be made available in a deluxe 
boxset as part of Record Store Day. 

Remastered for an enhanced listening experience, the boxset will feature 4LPs pressed on coloured vinyl - the 
original album on lovely ocean blue and the live album on violet. In addition the band's guitarist Mick Turner has 
created new artwork including a giant 8 panel pull out poster with words from the band on the recording and the 

ATP performance and a secondary poster that includes lots of great photos from the show. All housed in a 
beautiful slipcase! 

Ocean Songs marked the bands first release with Bella Union and was the second-ever album released on the 
label, as detailed by boss Simon Raymonde, “An extraordinary record. Visceral, uncategorisable and runs on pure 
adrenalin and feel. Our first time working with the band, in fact our first time working with ANY band, and was 
only the second-ever album released on Bella Union back in 1998, a few months after we formed the label. 22 
years later and listening to the album afresh, I am filled with emotion hearing these sounds again, as if it were 

for the first time. It is both vibrant and untamed as any record I've ever heard. Imperative listening.”

Dirty Three violinist and bassist Warren Ellis also recalls the albums somewhat rocky beginnings as the band 
were dropped by their previous label, “when we handed Ocean Songs in to Big Cat we were dropped. Luckily a 

deal was inked with Bella Union in an AA meeting between our manager and Robin Guthrie. Possibly the boldest 
album of our career. Symphonic in its conceit and 100% Dirty Three. Playing it live in its entirety only 

reconfirmed its audacity. I think this live recording might be my favourite Dirty Three album ever. That’s what I 
hear when I’m playing in the band.  With Nick on piano it was the most beautiful blend of my musical 

adventures.” 
eve artwork from the guitarist Mick Turner, a pull-out poster and new band photos.

BELLA900V £72.99

Disclosure Energy

Disclosure returned last February with the brand new ‘Ecstasy’ EP where they rolled out a track a day over five 
days in the same vein to their last release, the ‘Moonlight’ EP (2018). Only this time, the ‘Ecstasy’ EP was in fact, 

a precursor to their third album ‘ENERGY’ – released in August on Island Records. ENERGY secured the bands 
third Top 5 album and third album grammy nomination along with a further nomination for the single 'My High' 

ft. Aminé & slowthai 
 

 ENERGY pits a raucous rhythm from an album of Brazilian library music against a sample of Eric Thomas, the 
same hip hop preacher whose words memorably appeared on 2013’s When a Fire Starts to Burn. A global 

spectrum of talented artists grace the record – and for the first time this includes rappers. Appearances from 
Mick Jenkins, Channel Tres, Aminé and slowthai sit comfortably alongside the legend that is Common. Other 
features include the inimitable Kelis who opens the album and Fatoumata Diawara who the boys have also 

linked up with previously. Cameroon’s Blick Bassy brings his own flow to the table while a powerhouse team of 
Kehlani & Syd ease the pace with their contribution. Limited edition 2 x picture discs housed in a transpared 2LP 

PVC gatefold with SOV card & sticker . 165g.

3549709 £31.99

Doctor Who Dalek Terror 

Pressed on stunning 2 x 140g “Extermination Splatter” vinyl & presented in a gatefold sleeve with retro-style 
illustrations. Released on vinyl for the first time. Four stories of galactic terror and global invasion, taken from 

Terry Nation’s Dalek Annuals of the 1970s
The Daleks have been Doctor Who’s No.1 enemy since 1963, recognised globally as one of the most iconic sci-fi 

aliens. These stories have nostalgic appeal for the children of the 1970s

DEMWHOLP007 £25.99

Dutch Uncles Cadenza

Dutch Uncles, Manchester’s premier idiosyncratic prog-popologists, celebrate Cadenza’s tenth birthday. Back on 
wax for the first time since its initial 2011 pressing, this remastered reissue comes on limited edition duck egg 

blue vinyl. Chock full of joyous, angular anthems such as “The Ink” and the title track itself, it’s a welcome 
reminder of the playfulness and intellect that has run throughout Dutch Uncles work.

MI0185LPX £23.99

Elastica Singles

The box set named  “singles” is a reissue of the first 4 UK  7'’ singles and a bonus 7’’ specially chosen for RSD. 
10 tracks altogether.  This is the first time the original limited addition artwork work has been reproduced since 

it’s release. Now for the first time they’ll be boxed as 1 unique  limited collectors edition. The band are huge 
supporters of RSD  having already released  the first album “Elastica” and a BBC sessions album on the same 
day in previous years. It feels fitting that the Box set should also follow in their footsteps. The original singles 

were initially released in small limited numbers, because of this they sold out immediately making it difficult to 
purchase a copy. The singles all reached indie number 1’s and top 40 chart positions. The numbering on the  

original sleeves we're individually printed by ourselves one evening after rehearsals.
 

RT0201SX £51.99

Elbow The Newborn EP
May 2021 will be 20 years since elbow's debut 'Asleep In The Back' was released. To celebrate this the band are 

releasing The Newborn EP on limited Blue 10" and The Any Day Now EP on limited Red 10" for Records Store 
Day 2021

3554202 £15.99



Elbow The Any Day Now EP
May 2021 will be 20 years since elbow's debut 'Asleep In The Back' was released. To celebrate this the band are 

releasing The Newborn EP on limited Blue 10" and The Any Day Now EP on limited Red 10" for Records Store 
Day 2021

3554203 £15.99

Electric Wizard Time To Die
Doom metal icons Electric Wizard burst onto the scene in the early 90's and have been traiblazing ever since. 
Out of press for 5 years, the band present their 2014 album 'Time To Die' on Gatefold 2 140g dark green LP, 

silver pantone front and back with printed inserts.
SPINE549174 £27.99

Elton John Regimental Sgt.Zippo

After the rapturous reception for Jewel Box, Rocket/UMC/EMI are honoured to announce a strictly limited one-
off bringing together of Elton John’s fabled Regimental Sgt Zippo album that was slated for release in 1968, but 

ultimately shelved.
 

 For one day only, we enter a parallel universe where this, not Empty Sky, would have been Elton John’s debut 
album.

 
 Recorded at Dick James Studios in Central London between late 1967 and Spring 1968, six of the 12 songs were 
released on Jewel Box, but five are here in their finished versions for the first time and a debut release for You’ll 

Be Sorry To See Me Go.
 

 Overseen with customary forensic attention to details by Elton’s archive team, RSZ is an absolute feast for fans 
of Elton John and Bernie Taupin.

RSDRSZ2021 £21.99

Emerson, Lake & Palmer Tarkus
50th anniversary edition of ELP's classic, groundbreaking 1971 album, one of their most succesful releases (UK#1 

/ US#9 / Italy #1 / Germany #4 / Netherlands #6 / Australia #6). Picture Disc using original artwork in die-cut 
card sleeve, with textured finish as per original.

4050538652963 £27.99

Everything Everything Supernormal

 ‘Supernormal’ and ‘Mercury and Me’ is the first new music from Everything Everything since the release of 
acclaimed 5th LP RE-ANIMATOR last year which emerged to widespread critical acclaim last summer with many 
hailing the band’s visionary cocktail of intricate experimentation and immediately accessible art-pop. Released 

on 10inch colourful splatter vinyl for Record Store Day 2021, the realise also includes remix from tracks from RE-
ANIMATOR from Foals and IOE AIE.

EVEV007 £12.99

Flaming Lips The Soft Bulletin (Companion Disc)

The Soft Bulletin Companion is a famous promo featuring outtakes, alternate mixes, and radio sessions from the 
era. It is widely circulated among the fan community. Side A 1. 3500 Ft. Of Despair 2. 1000Ft. Hands (Early Mix) 

3. 2025 (Your Invisible Now) 4. Buggin' (Lips Mix) Side B A Machine In India (Edit) 2. Okay I'll Admit 3. The 
Captain Side C 1. Satellite Of You 2, The Spiderbite Song (early Mix) 3. Slow Motion (Early Mix) Side D 1.  

1000Ft. Hands (Final Mix) 2. Little Hands (Rough Mix) 3. The Big Ol' Bug

0093624885016 £32.99

Frankie and the Witch Fingers Brain Telephone
Remastered from original source tapes, RSD Exclusive color vinyl edition of 3000. New Art, Intense Spot UV 
Covers + New full color inserts that line up across the 4 reissues to combine 1 image. RSD Hype Sticker on 

Shrink. Out of print for years. Newly acquired by Greenway Records
GWY067 £20.99

Future Sound of London, The Accelerator This is a very significant 30th Anniversary issue of an iconic album, this for the first time machine numbered on 
double LP vinyl

DLPRSDTOT2 £32.99

Genesis Live At Knebworth

This is the first time, in over thirty years, that this title, has ever been released as a 12" EP on black vinyl 
(numbered). An iconic release from an iconic artist. This was originally released on DVD and a 2CD set which 
features performances from one of the most legendary concerts ever staged in Britain and each sale raises 

money for Nordoff-Robbins Music Therapy.

3551088 £13.99

Haim Gasoline Haim release a coloured vinyl 7" featuring a new version of the track Gasoline with Taylor S plus the original 
version

3575221 £15.99

Hall & Oates You Make My Dreams Come True / Gotta Lotta Nerve Purple coloured 7" Vinyl single. Never before released in UK 19439851687 £16.99
Ian Dury & The Blockheads Hit Me With Your Rhythm Stick 1st time available as a 12" but including the Barney Bubble artwork on pink vinyl. 4050538659474 £19.99

Jake Bugg All I Need Current hit single "All I Need" plus x3 remixes. Numbered & signed sleeves. 19439862947 £17.99

Jesus Jones Right Here Right Now

30th anniversary reissue of Jesus Jones' worldwide hit single Right Here, Right Now. Based around the original 
1990 edition, this specially compiled clear vinyl 12" exclusive for Record Store Day Black Friday 2020 leads with 

both original extended mixes on Side 1, and the complete original 3-track 7" on Side 2. Plus a previously 
unreleased instrumental version of the title track and two short, previously unreleased Bonus Beats edits. 

Limited to 500 copies only, UK only, in a clear stickered and numbered sleeve. 12" cut at 33rpm as it boasts 
more than 25 minutes of music.

0850004960202 £12.99

Keith Richards Wicked As It Seems/Gimme Shelter (live) 7" Red vinyl single featuring previously unreleased versions of "Wicked As It Seems" from Main Offender and 
the Stones "Gimme Shelter" performed live by Keith Richards & The X-Pensive Winos

4050538659078 £14.99

L7 Beauty Process-Triple Platinum

Perhaps because bassist Jennifer Finch left the band during the recording sessions, 1996's The Beauty Process--
Triple Platinum has never quite gotten its due. But Donita Sparks counts it as her favorite L7 album; it's 

simultaneously the heaviest record they ever released, and the most varied, with delicate songs like "Me, 
Myself, and I" and "Moonshine" contrasting with the metal-verging-on-industrial mayhem of "Drama." 25 years 
is a long time to wait for an L7 album to come out on vinyl...for its overdue debut, Real Gone Music is pressing 
up 3000 copies in (what else?) platinum vinyl and putting 'em inside a jacket with printed inner sleeve. Rawk 

on!

RLGM11961PMI £31.99

Lady Gaga Chromatica RSD deluxe vinyl Same tracklisting as original vinyl (16 tracks / 1 LP), Deluxe packaging - trifold vinyl jacket, 28 page LP sized 
book and 40 page fanzine, highlighter yellow coloured vinyl

3572012 £43.99



Lathums Live at Blackpool Tower

The audio for this release has been taken from The Lathums’ one off livestreamed gig at Blackpool Tower’s 
Circus Room, which amassed 4,000 unique viewers back in October 2020. With the UK lockdown hitting right at 
the start of the band’s rise last year, for many this exclusive white vinyl RSD release will be the first glimpse of 

their electric live performance.
 Passage from Blackpool Tower PR:

  The Lathums return to live performance for the first time since their sold-out February tour to play the historic 
Blackpool Tower, with the show streaming in FREE HD audio and video on Wed 28 October at 8pm. The four-

piece’s life-affirming, beg-for-a-ticket pre-Covid live shows recruited a fervent and growing, all-ages, UK-wide 
fanbase, supporters who helped the band swerve the wreckage of 2020 to stay firmly on the rise. The special, 

one-off show by the sea goes out as a ‘thank you’ from The Lathums to those stood by their side. Glancing back 
over a year that saw the band use time locked out of live venues to lock-in to intense writing and recording 

sessions, Live From Blackpool Tower, will see the band freed to play longstanding favourites alongside recent 
releases, including punchy single, I See Your Ghost, and other tracks from the forthcoming Ghosts EP (released 
Fri 30 October, Island Records). Filmed in the Tower’s ornate Circus Room under Covid-Safe conditions prior to 

Lancashire’s Tier 3 status being confirmed, The Lathums took the rare opportunity to let loose and get loud.

3551144 £24.99

Madness I Do Like To Be B-Side The A-Side Vol 2 Volume 2 of Madness B-Sides "I Do Like To B-Side The A-Side", across 11 hit singles from "Driving In My Car" to 
"(Waiting For) The Ghost Train"

4050538660630 £27.99

Mogwai ZeroZeroZero

To celebrate the UK airing of the acclaimed eight-part cocaine crime drama, ZeroZeroZero, we are pleased to 
release Mogwai's soundtrack to the series for the first time on double white vinyl and exclusively for Record 
Store Day.  It will come with a MP3 download included. The soundtrack has only previously been available 

digitally.
""...a masterful collection from a band who enter their second quarter century as essential as ever."" Clash 

Magazine 8/10  

ROCKACT134LP £25.99

Noel Gallagher's High Flying Birds Back The Way We Came: Vol. 1 (2011 - 2021)

This double album, curated and compiled entirely by Noel, includes tracks from the three Number One albums 
(‘Noel Gallagher’s High Flying Birds’, ‘Chasing Yesterday’ and ‘Who Built The Moon?’) and the three acclaimed 

EPs (‘Black Star Dancing’, ‘This Is The Place’ and ‘Blue Moon Rising’) - plus 2 previously unreleased tracks 
including the brand new single ‘We’re On Our Way Now’.

JDNCLP57RSD £33.99

Opeth Morningrise

Morningrise, the second studio album from progressive metal pioneers Opeth was first released in 1996 and has 
become a classic in metal circles with original copies becoming much harder to find. Celebrating it's 25th 

anniversary we are happy to present this once again on a premium limited format, gatefold 2 grey, transclucent 
blue LP w embossed sleeve.

CANDLE540474 £24.99

Primal Scream Riot City Blues

This year sees the 15th Anniversary of Riot City Blues, Primal Scream’s 8th studio album. Featuring fan 
favourites Country Girl and Dolls, it was the last album to include guitarist, Robert ‘Throb’ Young, who later 

departed the band after 22 years. Contributions to the album came from Alison Mosshart (The Kills) and Will 
Sergeant (Echo & The Bunnymen). To mark the occasion, frontman Bobby Gillespie has added seven tracks 

previously released as b-sides, including a cover of Townes Van Zandt’s To Live Is To Fly, and has re-sequenced 
the album to flow across 4 sides of vinyl in an expanded 2LP set – which will be released on Red coloured vinyl. 

The anniversary edition’s cover will feature the original William Eggleston photograph from which the 2006 
cover image was taken.

19439873831 £31.99

Primal Scream Dixie Narco EP

A hidden – but much loved – gem from the band’s early 90s output, the Dixie-Narco EP was released in 1992. 
Recorded at Ardent Studios, Memphis, it marked a continuation of the experimentation explored on the 

preceding Screamadelica album, taking in acid house, country blues and a rare Dennis Wilson cover across its 
four tracks. Long out of print, the 2021 RSD edition is the first official reissue since 1992. Artwork and packaging 

replicates that of the original EP

19439844431 £17.99

Prince The Truth

Stripped down Bluesy album that formed part of the 'Crystal Ball' reissue. First time on LP Vinyl. The Truth is 
widely regarded as one of Prince’s most underappreciated hidden gems. The x12 trk album was originally 

released as an accompaniment to the 1998 triple album Crystal Ball, which marked the first time that Prince 
released an album totally independently. The Truth was also the first Prince album to be labeled “acoustic,” 

though it does contain electronic instruments and elements, and it gave listeners an unprecedented chance to 
hear his songwriting and voice in a stripped-down presentation. This release marks the first time The Truth is 

available on vinyl with gorgeous, foil-embossed artwork designed by Prince’s long-time art director Steve Parke.

19075935501 £28.99

Roisin Murphy Crooked Machine Longstanding Roisin Murphy Collaborator remixes a selection of 9 tracks from the critically acclaimed 2020 
album "Roisin Machine"

4050538668216 £24.99

Rolling Stones A Bigger Bang - Live

10" Picture disc in Rio Green Tongue. Full remastered and remixed live audio.  Rough Justice Live from Salt Lake 
City, has never previously been released.The Rolling Stones will release a 2-track single featuring songs from 
their 2005-2006 A Bigger Bang Tour.  “Rain Fall Down” was recorded at Copacabana Beach to a crowd of 1.5 
million fans and “Rough Justice” was recorded in Salt Lake City.  This 2-track is a 10” limited edition green 

tongue picture disc.

3551149 £21.99



Status Quo Live At Knebworth

This is the first time, in over thirty years, that this title, has ever been released as a 12" EP on coloured vinyl. An 
iconic release from an iconic artist. This was originally released on DVD and a 2CD set which features 

performances from one of the most legendary concerts ever staged in Britain and each sale raises money for 
Nordoff-Robbins Music Therapy. 1)Dirty Water 2)Whatever You Want 3)Rocking All Over the World

3551106 £13.99

Suede Love & Poison (Clear Vinyl)

The soundtrack to the band’s first concert video, recorded at Brixton Academy on 16th May 1993, only a month 
after the release of their Mercury Prize-winning debut album.

Issued on vinyl for the first time, the concert setlist includes stunning versions of nine album tracks, including the 
singles “Animal Nitrate”, “Metal Mickey”, “The Drowners”, “To The Birds”, and many others. 

Pressed on 180 gram clear vinyl. 

DEMREC880 £25.99

Super Furry Animals Ice Hockey Hair
4 track, limited edition, 12" EP on black heavyweight vinyl with metallic and spot gloss cover finishes. All tracks 
remastered. Re-issue of iconic 1998 Creation Records EP, beloved by fans, with cover illustration by legendary 

SFA artist Pete Fowler. Produced in association with Super Furry Animals.
4050538656251 £16.99

Tears For Fears Live at Massey Hall

Taken from the bands Songs from The Big Chair tour, this double album and single CD captures the band live in 
Canada in 1985. The album has been mixed from newly found multi tracks and is first time the band has had a 

live album in this format and CD. SIDE ONE 3542695 £27.99

Texas & Wu-Tang Clan Hi 

Following the release of their new studio album ‘Hi’, Texas reveal an exclusive 12” single yellow vinyl for 
Record Store Day. It includes collaboration single ‘Hi’ with old friends Wu-Tang Clan who have reunited in the 

vocal booth 22 years after ‘Say What You Mean’ (1997). The B-side boasts an unreleased remix by trip-hop 
veteran UNKLE who has reconstructed the track into an colourful electronic soundscape. Since their career began 

90s pop-rock icons Texas have gone on to sell over 40 million records with 8 UK Top 10 albums & 3 #1’s 
including their two million-selling and Top 3 debut which turned 30 last year and six times platinum album 

‘White On Blonde’.

4050538670462 £17.99

Thelonious Monk The Custodian’s Mix

Palo Alto: The Custodian’s Mix is a journey back in time to Palo Alto High School’s sold-out auditorium on 
October 27, 1968, where Thelonious Monk and his quartet delivered an extraordinary performance. This limited-

edition LP presents this historic concert exactly as it was recorded by a still-unknown high school custodian … 
hear it as if you were there on the historic day – this is the ultimate account of the concert as it happened. The 
identity of the recording engineer may remain a mystery, but the power of both Monk’s music and the original 

recording are self-evident.

3558382 £33.99

Therapy? Nurse (Reissue - Red Vinyl)

Therapy? are an alternative metal band from Northern Ireland. The band was formed in 1989 by guitarist-
vocalist Andy Cairns from Ballyclare and drummer-vocalist Fyfe Ewing. Their line-up was completed when the 

band recruited Larne bassist Michael McKeegan.Nurse was the first record by Therapy? for A&M (their first of 4 
for the label), it was released in 1992 and moved the band to a more industrial sound. The album reached no 38 
in the UK album charts.The album had the breakthrough single Teethgrinderwhich got to no 30 in the UK charts. 

The newly cut vinyl version (by Greg Moore) comes in Red Vinyl.TRACKLISTVinylSide 
11.Nausea2.Teethgrinder3.Disgracelands4.Accelerator5.Neck FreakSide 11.Perversonality2.Gone3.Zipless4.Deep 

Sleep5.Hypermania

3544233 £19.99

Thrills So Much For The City Released in 2003 this Mercury nominated album spent 61 weeks in the album chart, notoriously hard to find on 
LP this version comes in Red Vinyl complete with original packaging.

3530176 £21.99

U2 Fire (40th Anniversary Edition)

Fire’ was originally released as the first single from U2’s second album October in July 1981, with J Swallow as 
the b-side. 

 
 This 40th anniversary picture disc edition includes both tracks on side A, plus two live recordings of ‘Fire’ on side 

B - from Werchter in Belgium in July 1982 and from a BBC recording at the Hammersmith Palais in London in 
December 1982. All tracks have been newly remastered.

 
 Picture Disc Info

 • 4 track 12” EP, cut at 45 rpm
 • Picture disc pressing, with ‘fire’ imagery on Side A and a full colour band photo from the early 80s by Martyn 

Goddard on Side B
 • Transparent heavyweight PVC outer sleeve

 • Sticker with credits

3534916 £21.99



Warpaint The Fool. Andrew Weatherall Sessions

On the completion of the recording of The Fool, Andrew Weatherall was given access to the album's master 
tapes to work on mixes for the finished record. The track Baby, along with Warpaint's iconic single Undertow, 

were both mixed by the Guv'nor and appeared on the finished album that was released in 2010.
 

For the first time ever, this Record Store Day edition brings together all the mixes Weatherall created while 
working on the project, including a never released before, finished version of Jubilee.    

 
“I remember that one of the main reasons why we wanted Andrew Weatherall to mix the Warpaint album was 

because we loved his brilliant work on the Primal Scream remix of “Higher Than The Sun”. I know that we 
discussed this particular track with Emily and she knew it of course and also loved it. I think it was a key reason 

they agreed to let Andrew do the mix.” - Geoff Travis – Rough Trade Records
 

RT0215LPE £32.99

Wolf Alice Blue Weekend

RSD edition of Wolf Alice’s highly-anticipated third album, ‘Blue Weekend’, which is set for release on 11th June 
2021 - the day before RSD. The RSD edition is pressed on limited edition Indies only coloured vinyl with a RSD 
only 7” in the gatefold pocket - featuring album track Lipstick On The Glass and a new & RSD exclusive song 

called “Time Is Not A Straight Line"

DH1107 £20.99


